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Abstract

Survivable routing protocols are able to provide service
in the presence of attacks and failures. The strongest attacks
that protocols can experience are attacks where adversaries
have full control of a number of authenticated nodes that
behave arbitrarily to disrupt the network, also referred to
as Byzantine attacks. This work examines the survivability
of ad hoc wireless routing protocols in the presence of sev-
eral Byzantine attacks: black holes, flood rushing, worm-
holes and overlay network wormholes. Traditional secure
routing protocols that assume authenticated nodes can al-
ways be trusted, fail to defend against such attacks. Our
protocol, ODSBR, is an on-demand wireless routing proto-
col able to provide correct service in the presence of failures
and Byzantine attacks. We demonstrate through simulations
its effectiveness in mitigating such attacks. Our analysis
of the impact of these attacks versus the adversary’s effort
gives insights into their relative strengths, their interaction
and their importance when designing wireless routing pro-
tocols.

Keywords: ad hoc networks, on-demand routing, secu-
rity, Byzantine failures, wormhole attacks, flood rushing at-
tacks, colluding attackers

1 Introduction

The wide-spread adoption of portable computing devices
combined with the recent advances in wireless technology
has lead to increases in productivity in the corporate and in-
dustrial sectors. While these recent advances have enhanced
existing business processes, they have also introduced new
security vulnerabilities.

Traditionally, networks have strongly relied on physical
security. The concept of a network firewall is an example
of this approach. A firewall is intended to provide an access

control division between the insecure public network (the
Internet) and the seemingly secure private internal corpo-
rate network. However, in the context of wireless networks,
the assumption about the physical security of the network
infrastructure is unrealistic. The wireless shared medium is
exposed to outsiders and susceptible to a wide range of at-
tacks such as: jamming of the physical layer, disruption of
the medium access control layer, attacks against the rout-
ing protocols, targeted attacks on the transport protocols, or
even attacks intended to disrupt specific applications.

In addition to the vulnerabilities of the wireless commu-
nication to outside attacks, the ultra portability of modern
devices provides an increased susceptibility to theft. In
2003, 59% of companies surveyed in the CSI/FBI Com-
puter Crime and Security Survey [1] reported that laptops
had been stolen. The likelihood of devices being captured
is even higher for military devices operating in a battlefield
environment. Once captured, these devices can be used to
attack the network from inside. Therefore, there is a need
for protocols able to operate correctly not only in the pres-
ence of failures and outside attacks but also when part of
the network is under the control of the adversary. Attacks
denoted by arbitrary (malicious) behavior are also known as
Byzantine [2] attacks and protocols able to provide service
in the presence of attacks and failures are often referred to
as survivable protocols.

Many routing protocols focus only on providing authen-
tication and integrity of messages. Authentication and data
integrity mechanisms, although needed in order to prevent
injection, fabrication and impersonation attacks, do not pro-
vide protection against Byzantine attacks since they cannot
force a node to behave as specified by the protocol. Be-
low, we outline several Byzantine attacks that are consid-
ered in this work. They are representative for attacks that
can be mounted against ad hoc wireless routing protocols,
and cover a wide range of adversarial strengths. Individual
techniques were proposed [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] to mitigate each of
these attacks, but ODSBR [8] is the only full-fledged proto-



col that can withstand all of them.
A Black Hole Attack is a basic Byzantine attack where

the adversary drops entirely or selectively data packets,
while still participating in the routing protocol. As a result,
whenever an adversarial node is selected on a path, data will
be lost partially or entirely on that path.

A Flood Rushing Attack exploits the flood duplicate sup-
pression technique used by many wireless routing proto-
cols. If an attacker succeeds in rushing an authenticated
flood through the network before the flood traveling through
a legitimate route, then the legitimate version will be ig-
nored and only the adversarial version will be propagated.
This attack may result in establishing many adversarial con-
trolled paths. Authentication techniques can not prevent the
attack, since adversaries are authenticated nodes.

A Byzantine Wormhole Attack is an attack in which two
colluding adversaries cooperate by tunneling packets be-
tween each other in order to create a shortcut (or wormhole)
in the network. This tunnel can be created by using a pri-
vate communication channel, such as a pair of radios and
directional antennas, or by using the existing ad hoc net-
work infrastructure. The adversaries can use the low cost
appearance of the wormhole in order to increase the proba-
bility of being selected on paths, and then attempt to either
disrupt the network by selectively dropping the data pack-
ets, or to perform traffic analysis. Note that for a Byzantine
wormhole, the wormhole link exists between two compro-
mised (adversarial) nodes, while in a traditional wormhole
two honest nodes are tricked into believing that there exists
a direct link between them.

A Byzantine Overlay Network Wormhole Attack is a
more general (and stronger) variant of the previous attack,
which occurs when several nodes are compromised and
form an overlay network. By tunneling packets through the
overlay network, the adversaries make it appear to the rout-
ing protocol that they are all neighbors, which considerably
increases their chances of being selected on routes and fa-
cilitates further attacks.

In this work we study the survivability of ad hoc wireless
routing protocols in the presence of failures and Byzantine
attacks. Our contributions are:

• We present a detailed description of several Byzantine
attacks (black hole, flood rushing, wormhole and over-
lay network wormhole) and analyze their mechanisms
and interaction. We analyze the techniques used to
mitigate these attacks by ODSBR [8], our ad hoc wire-
less routing protocol designed to defend against a wide
range of Byzantine attacks performed by possibly col-
luding adversaries.

• We developed a protocol independent Byzantine attack
module for the NS2 [9] simulator in order to simulate

these attacks. We believe the module is a helpful tool
for the secure routing research community.

• We demonstrate through simulations the effects of the
considered attacks on the AODV [10] routing protocol.
Our results quantify the damage caused by the attacks
and provide insights into identifying those which result
in the greatest network disruption while requiring the
least number of adversarial participants.

We emphasize the reason we chose to compare
ODSBR only with AODV: we consider the perfor-
mance of AODV to be representative of both inse-
cure and authentication-based secure routing protocols
(such as Ariadne [11], SEAD [12], ARAN [13] and
SRP [14]) that do not provide protection against the
considered Byzantine attacks.

• We implement our protocol, ODSBR [8], and show
through simulations how ODSBR mitigates the above
identified attacks. Analysis of the results gives insights
into the survivability of the routing service while un-
der attack and indicates what are the main factors con-
tributing to the effectiveness of the attacks: flood rush-
ing and strategic adversarial positioning.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 surveys related work. We present an overview of
the ODSBR protocol and discuss the mechanisms it uses to
detect failures and mitigate Byzantine attacks in Section 3.
We demonstrate through simulations the impact of these at-
tacks on AODV and show how ODSBR mitigates them in
Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Many vulnerabilities in network protocols are caused by
the lack of integrity and authentication mechanisms, which
allows an attacker to alter or fabricate packets. Significant
research in securing wired [15, 16, 17] or ad hoc wireless
[11, 12, 13, 14] routing protocols focused on this aspect.
Below we present only work that specifically addressed
Byzantine attacks. None of the protocols we overview be-
low are able to deal with a wide range of Byzantine attacks,
but are rather focused on a particular attack.

Black Hole. The technique presented in [3], referred
as Watchdog, exploits the fact that a node can overhear
its neighboring nodes forwarding packets to other destina-
tions. If a node does not overhear a neighbor forwarding
more than a threshold number of packets, it concludes that
the neighbor is adversarial. The scheme does not require
any explicit network overhead or cryptography and is effec-
tive against the basic black hole attack in single rate fixed
transmission power networks. However, it does not perform
well when either power control or multi-rate (i.e. 802.11abg



[18, 19]) are used, since their use will violate the assump-
tion that the forwarding transmission is successfully over-
heard. In addition, the method is vulnerable to attacks from
two consecutive and colluding adversaries where the first
adversarial node does not report that the second did not for-
ward the data.

An alternate technique for avoiding black hole attacks
is the Secure Data Transmission (SDT) protocol [4]. SDT
uses authenticated destination-to-source acknowledgments
as proof that the packets reached their destination. The ap-
proach taken in SDT to avoid the black hole attack is to dis-
seminate a packet across several node-disjoint paths. The
method has relatively low overhead, converges quickly, and
works effectively in a well connected ad hoc wireless net-
work, where the number of disjoint paths is large. The dis-
advantage is that in a sparsely connected network, where the
number of available disjoint paths is small, all of the discov-
ered paths may contain an attacker and thus, the scheme will
be less effective.

Flood Rushing. Rushing Attack Prevention (RAP) [5]
prevents the rushing attack by waiting for up to k flood re-
quests and then randomly selecting one to forward, rather
than only forwarding the first one. To prevent an attacker
from bypassing the scheme by simply sending k requests,
the RAP protocol incorporates secure neighbor discov-
ery and secure route delegation schemes. However, these
schemes have significant network overhead because multi-
ple rounds of communication are required for every hop the
route request propagates. In addition, RAP will be ineffec-
tive if the adversary has compromised k or more nodes.

Byzantine Wormhole. A technique proposed to prevent
wormholes is Packet Leashes [6]. The authors suggest re-
stricting the maximum transmission distance by using either
a tight time synchronization (temporal leash) or location in-
formation (geographic leash). Temporal leashes require ad-
ditional hardware, such as accurate clocks or GPS receivers.
The protocol is effective at preventing the traditional worm-
hole attack, but is ineffective against the Byzantine variant
because preventing the wormhole is the responsibility of its
end points. In this case the end points are adversarial and
cannot be trusted to follow the protocol correctly.

A more recent method, proposed for ad hoc wireless
sensor networks relies on directional antennas [7]. The
approach prevents wormholes by having each node main-
taining accurate information about its neighbors. Messages
coming from a node that is not perceived as a neighbor are
ignored. The protocol is appropriate for sensors networks
which in general have low mobility. However, maintain-
ing neighbor information in mobile networks is more chal-
lenging and expensive. In addition, the protocol that main-
tains information about neighbors can itself be subjected to
wormhole attacks, particularly because it requires coopera-
tion among nodes.

3 ODSBR

ODSBR is an on-demand source routing ad hoc wire-
less routing protocol, designed to cope with a wide class
of Byzantine attacks. In previous work [8] we laid out the
design principles and theoretical analysis for ODSBR. In
this paper we focus on providing details about the tech-
niques employed by ODSBR to detect faults and to mitigate
Byzantine attacks, and on presenting simulations which
show the protocol’s effectiveness under several attack sce-
narios. The task required us to implement ODSBR, design
several modifications to the original protocol motivated by
practical considerations, and implement an NS2 [9] mod-
ule that generates Byzantine attacks. Below we present an
overview of the protocol and discuss implementation details
and mitigation techniques.

3.1 Overview

The design of ODSBR is centered around the impossi-
bility of distinguishing between failures and malicious be-
havior. Thus, ODSBR addresses both failures and attacks
within an unified framework. A fault is defined as any dis-
ruption that results in significant loss or delay. It can be
caused by Byzantine behavior, external adversaries, lower
layer influences, or simply by bursting traffic. As long as a
non-adversarial path exists between source and destination,
ODSBR finds that path and uses is to deliver data. ODSBR
assumes that while all network nodes can be authenticated,
only the source and destination can be fully trusted.

At the highest level, the protocol operates using three
phases: least weight route discovery, Byzantine fault lo-
calization and link weight management. The route discov-
ery is based on a reliability metric capturing past history.
The metric is represented by a list of link weights where
high weights denote low reliability. Each node maintains its
own list, dynamically updating it when faults are detected.
Faulty links are identified by an adaptive probing scheme
in the fault localization phase, and are then avoided when
selecting a new path (since their weight is increased). Indi-
vidually, these phases provide several security guarantees:

• Route Discovery. Double flooding, per node flood ver-
ification, and forwarding rules guarantee that the route
discovery process will always find the lowest cost path.
However, this path is not guaranteed to be adversarial-
free until the weight of adversarial links has been in-
creased sufficiently that the lowest cost path is fault
free.

• Fault Localization. The source uses an adaptive prob-
ing technique to locate faults along the path down to
the nearest link. The source requires secure acknowl-
edgements from intermediate nodes (probes) along the



route. The secure acknowledgements represent cryp-
tographic proof that packets are delivered successfully
and uncorrupted to the destination. Due to the structure
of the probing scheme, an adversarial node can only
cause a fault to be localized to one of its adjacent links,
and does not have the power to arbitrarily incriminate
other links in the network. Also, as the list of probes
is cryptographically coupled to every data packet, it is
impossible to escape detection without delivering the
majority of packets correctly (dropping less than an al-
lowable threshold).

• Link Weight Management. The increased weight as-
signed to a faulty link is maintained until a sufficient
number of correct secure acknowledgements are re-
ceived from the destination. This amortizes the num-
ber of lost packets caused by adversaries over enough
successful packets, and maintains the overall loss rate
bounded even in the case of dynamic adversaries that
alternate between good and bad states.

When combined together, as long as a fault free path
from the source to the destination exists, these three phases
bound the number of losses caused by adversaries, even
when a majority of the nodes are colluding Byzantine ad-
versaries. We refer the reader to [8] for a more detailed
description and the theoretical analysis of ODSBR.

3.2 Implementation

We implemented the protocol using the NS2 [9] network
simulator. We assumed the protocol uses RSA [20] with
1024-bit keys for public key operations, AES [21] with 128-
bit keys for symmetric encryptions and HMAC [22] with
SHA1 as the message authentication code. The impact of
these cryptographic operations is represented by adjusting
the packet size and by introducing packet delay accordingly,
as if the packet actually contained authenticating data (e.g.
digital signatures or MACs), and as if CPU time was spent
performing cryptographic operations1.

For practical reasons, we implemented a less complex
adaptive probing scheme for fault localization. Instead of
our originally proposed binary search probing technique
[8], we use only two states: a “non-probing” state where
only the destination returns acknowledgments, and a “prob-
ing” state where all intermediate nodes also return acknowl-
edgments. The protocol operates in the non-probing state
until a loss threshold violation occurs and a fault is detected.
If, in probing state, the source node successfully delivers
enough packets and the loss rate goes below a specified
threshold, then the source node returns to the non-probing
state. Preliminary experiments we conducted showed that

1We have adjusted the time delays to approximate the performance of
a 1.5 GHz Intel Pentium M processor.

when the total number of hops is relatively small, the cost
of enabling all the probes at once is low. In this case the
two-state technique reduces the amount of time necessary
to identify a link and considerably simplifies the protocol
implementation.

The performance of the implementation is influenced by
the values of several parameters: the loss threshold rate, the
timeout allowed for a packet to traverse a link and the size
of the sliding window necessary to keep track of the packet
loss history. After conducting a series of experiments with
different sets of parameters, the values were chosen as fol-
lows: loss threshold rate – 10%, link timeout – 250 mil-
liseconds and sliding window size – 100 packets. We tuned
these parameters conservatively in order to ensure that the
protocol will operate in a wide range of environments. Al-
though the simulations in this work were conducted with 50
nodes, these values were tuned for efficient operation with
up to 100 nodes.

3.3 Attacks Mitigation

To the best of our knowledge, ODSBR is the only proto-
col that can withstand all of the attacks described below.

Black Hole The ODSBR protocol uses end-to-end ac-
knowledgments from the destination to detect the presence
of a black hole attack. Upon detection of the attack (the
number of lost packets becomes higher than a threshold
value), ODSBR enters a probing mode with the goal of dis-
covering the attack location. As a result of this probing pro-
cedure, the location of the adversary can be narrowed down
to a link (the guilt is assigned to a link, since it is theoret-
ically impossible [23] to indicate a node). The weight of a
blamed link is doubled, which ensures that the protocol will
avoid selecting paths containing that link during future route
discoveries. As a result, if there exists an adversarial-free
path to the destination ODSBR will eventually find it within
a bounded amount of packet loss. In addition, ODSBR can
deal with a mobile adversary along the path, since probes
once started are not retired immediately. In the worse case,
all nodes may act as probes. Of course an adversary can
always drop packets just below the threshold if he knows
its value. This is a problem with all deterministic protocols
and can be avoided by using randomization in the thresh-
old selection. One of the main advantages of ODSBR’s ap-
proach to black holes is that the locations of the attackers
are learned, thus enabling adversary avoidance in arbitrary
network configurations.

Flood Rushing The route discovery phase of the
ODSBR protocol has several features which help mitigate
the effects of flood rushing. The protocol relies on authenti-
cation and integrity of a route discovery flood packet, which
are performed hop-by-hop. Using only end-to-end authen-
tication (source and destination only) will not prevent an in-



valid variant of the flood to propagate through the network
and block the valid flood. In addition, ODSBR processes
all duplicate flood packets and if a valid flood packet with
a lower metric is received, an additional re-broadcast is
scheduled. The advantage of this technique is that even if an
adversary performs a successful “rush” in an attempt to be
selected on the path, the adversarial variant of the flood will
be shortly overridden by the legitimate flood with a lower
path cost. The method will increase the protocol overhead
because nodes affected by the rushing adversary need to re-
broadcast the flood packet more than once. Any adversary
that manages to bypass these two protection mechanisms
and starts creating damage, will be detected by the fault lo-
cation algorithm and then avoided when a new path is se-
lected.

Byzantine Wormhole ODSBR’s approach to mitigat-
ing Byzantine wormholes is motivated by the observation
that the primary attack when a wormhole exists is the drop-
ping of packets that attempt to travel through the wormhole,
rather than the wormhole formation. A wormhole attack
will appear to ODSBR as a faulty link existing between two
nodes. ODSBR mitigates the attack not by preventing the
formation of the wormhole, but by detecting it and increas-
ing its weight. Once the wormhole’s link weight has been
increased sufficiently, ODSBR will avoid it and select the
next best alternate path. This strategy does not require any
additional hardware or capabilities to function, and it works
equally well for both Byzantine and traditional wormholes.
The number of packets lost and the amount of time taken
to find an adversarial-free path, will be proportional to the
number of wormhole links that create paths shorter than
the legitimate route. As a result, ODSBR’s ability to miti-
gate the wormhole attack will be reduced if many wormhole
links are present.

Byzantine Overlay Network of Wormholes The con-
vergence of ODSBR is slowed if many adversaries exist in
the network and cooperate to create an overlay of Byzan-
tine wormholes. However, the amount of damage that the
attackers can create is bounded. More specifically, for a
network of n nodes of which k exhibit adversarial behavior,
the bound is given by q−−ρ ·q+ ≤ b ·kn · log2 n, where q−

and q+ are the total number of lost packets and successfully
transmitted packets, respectively, ρ is the transmission suc-
cess rate, slightly higher than the original threshold, and b
is the number of lost packets per window. Note that kn rep-
resents the number of links controlled by an adversary. If
there are no adversarial nodes, the above equation becomes
the ideal case where q− − ρ · q+ ≤ 0. More details about
the analysis can be found in [8].

4 Experimental Results

In this section we show how AODV [10], a well-known
routing protocol for ad hoc wireless networks, reacts un-
der several Byzantine attack scenarios. In addition, we con-
ducted simulations of the same attacks against ODSBR in
order to show its effectiveness in mitigating the attacks. We
chose to compare ODSBR with AODV because we con-
sider the performance of AODV to be representative for
both insecure and authentication-based secure routing pro-
tocols (such as Ariadne [11], SEAD [12], ARAN [13] and
SRP [14]). These secure routing protocols do not provide
additional resilience over the insecure AODV protocol un-
der the considered Byzantine attacks.

We also conducted experiments to compare ODSBR
with the DSR [24] routing protocol. The results were sim-
ilar to the ones in which the baseline was AODV. Due to
space constraints we chose to include only the measure-
ments for AODV.

Each data point in the figures of this section is the mean
result of 30 different random environments. AODV and
ODSBR are simulated in the same set of random envi-
ronments in order to generate paired statistics (a standard
method of statistical variance reduction). A paired T-test
analysis of all our data shows that the largest p-value for
any set is .0083. Therefore, we can be over 99% con-
fident in saying the observed performance differences be-
tween AODV and ODSBR are statistically significant.

4.1 Simulation Setup

We performed simulations using the NS2[9] network
simulator. Nodes in the network were configured to use
802.11 radios with a bandwidth of 2 Mbps and a nominal
range of 250 m. 50 nodes were randomly placed within a
1000 by 1000 meter square area. In addition to these 50
nodes, up to 10 adversarial nodes were added to the simula-
tions, depending on the considered attack configuration. A
traffic load of 10 constant bit rate (CBR) flows was used to
simulate data communication through the ad hoc network.
An aggregate load of 0.1 Mbps was offered to the network
by having each flow send 256 byte packets (≈4.9 packets
per second). The simulated time was 300 seconds.

We used a modified random way-point mobility model
that addresses the concerns raised in [25] about the validity
of the standard random way-point model. Nodes select a
speed uniformly between 10% and 90% of the given “max”
speed to achieve more steady mobility and ensure that the
average speed does not drop drastically over the course of
the simulation. In addition, 300 virtual seconds of mobility
are generated before the start of the simulation such that
when the simulation starts, nodes are already in motion.
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Figure 1. Black Hole Attack: Random Placement

This allows the average speed and node distribution to sta-
bilize before the simulation starts.

In order to simulate the considered Byzantine attacks, we
developed a protocol-independent Byzantine attack simula-
tion module for NS2. This module provides the capability to
simulate the black hole, Byzantine wormhole, and Byzan-
tine overlay network wormhole attacks without modifying
the routing protocol.

4.2 Black Hole Attack

We simulate a black hole attack by dropping any data
packet sent by the routing agent. Routing protocol control
packets are unaffected. On a real device, depending on the
routing protocol implementation, performing a black hole
attack may be as simple as deactivating IP forwarding.

We evaluate the delivery ratio by using as a baseline the
case where no black holes exist in the network. We then in-
crease the number of adversarial nodes, randomly placed in
the network, and evaluate the effect this has on the delivery
ratio. Figure 1 shows the delivery ratio of the AODV and
ODSBR protocols as a function of the number of adversar-
ial nodes, for different levels of mobility. We note that the
delivery ratio of AODV does decrease as the number of ad-
versaries increases, but a large number of adversarial nodes
is required in order to cause a significant network disrup-
tion. For example, approximately 10 adversarial nodes are
required to drop the delivery ratio of AODV below 70%.
This happens because there is no effort by the adversary to
get itself selected on paths and although a number of com-
promised nodes exist in the network, there is no coordina-
tion between them when performing the attack. We con-
clude that AODV can sustain attacks consisting of a small
number of uncoordinated black holes.

ODSBR remains basically unaffected by attacks at low
mobility, maintaining a delivery ratio of about 95%, even
in the presence of 10 adversarial nodes. At higher mobility,
we see a slight decrease in the delivery ratio because node

mobility causes some paths to be broken, and some packets
will be lost before ODSBR reacts and readjusts the path.

4.3 Flood Rushing Attack

If an adversary is selected on many routing paths, it can
cause more disruption. Therefore, any additional attack that
helps a node to be selected on many paths can increase the
impact of a regular black hole attack. The flood rushing
attack is an example of such an attack. We performed sim-
ulation examining the impact of black hole attacks when
combined with flood rushing.

We simulated flood rushing attacks as follows. During
the propagation of a normal flood packet, each node waits
a small randomized delay before re-transmitting it. These
delays are designed to reduce the number of collisions and
in some protocols to help ensure that the shortest paths are
selected. Eliminating the extra delay is the simplest mech-
anism available to provide an adversary a time advantage
over the normal flood.

Figure 2 shows the delivery ratio of AODV and ODSBR
as a function of the number of adversarial nodes randomly
placed within the simulation area, at different mobility val-
ues. It can be observed from Figures 1(a) and 2, that the
delivery ratio for AODV is significantly affected by flood
rushing. The intensity of the attack is due to the greater
number of paths that an adversary succeeds in getting se-
lected on. No coordination exists between the attackers.
The attack is very effective and lowers AODV’s delivery
ratio to about 40% when 10 adversaries are present in the
network (as opposed to about 70% when no flood rushing
was present).

The impact of flood rushing on ODSBR is almost un-
noticeable. At low mobility, ODSBR delivers over 90%
of the packets (as opposed to 95 % when no flood rush-
ing was present), even in the presence of 10 adversaries.
This indicates that the technique used by OSDBR to process
lower path cost floods instead of discarding them is effective
against flood rushing.
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Figure 3. Wormhole Attack: Random Placement
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4.4 Byzantine Wormhole Attacks

Previous attacks we examined do not use any coordina-
tion between the attackers. A coordinated attack can be
much stronger, particularly if adversaries have knowledge
of the network topology and/or traffic patterns. This can al-
low them to select strategic locations that can increase the
effectiveness of an attack. For example, an adversary may
locate itself in the vicinity of a specific target, or between
two nodes that communicate frequently, or position itself
such that it can hear all the communication on the network.
A Byzantine wormhole attack, or simply a wormhole, is an
example of an attack that requires coordination between the

attackers. A wormhole can be used either to increase the ef-
fectiveness of a black hole directly, or as an effective tool in
conducting flood rushing attacks, by allowing an adversary
to jump several hops ahead of the legitimate flood through
the wormhole. In addition, the placement of the wormhole
in the network can increase the number of adversarial con-
trolled paths.

Below we examine coordination among attackers and
placement of attackers as possible strategies for increasing
the effectiveness of an attack. We simulated the most ef-
fective wormhole attack by assuming that communication
through the wormhole tunnel has no latency and has un-
limited bandwidth. Several wormholes are placed in the
network, but no coordination exists between them (coordi-
nated wormholes are studied in Section 4.5). We examine
the effect of wormhole placement by considering three con-
figurations which we refer to as random placement, central
wormhole and cross of death (Figure 4). In all cases, we
evaluated the impact of the wormhole attack both by itself,
and when combined with flood rushing.

Random Placement. The first configuration we consider
is a set of wormholes randomly placed in the network. Fig-
ure 3(a) presents results for AODV and ODSBR in the pres-
ence of the wormhole attack, while Figure 3(b) presents
results for the wormhole attack combined with flood rush-
ing. When compared to the black hole attack with randomly
placed adversaries (Figure 1 and Figure 2), the same num-
ber of adversaries placed randomly, but now forming worm-
holes, can mount a more effective attack against AODV.
This result is due to the fact that by using wormhole tun-
neling, the adversaries are selected as part of more routes
and are thus able to drop more traffic and create more dam-
age. When combined with flood rushing, the delivery ratio
for AODV goes as low as 30% to 40%, depending on the
mobility of the nodes.

In the case of ODSBR, the presence of wormholes has
very little impact when compared with the black hole attack
conducted by a number of attackers randomly distributed in
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(b) Cross of Death Configuration

Figure 5. Wormhole Attack: Central Wormhole and Cross of Death

the network (see Figures 1(b) and 3(a)). This indicates that
ODSBR uses an effective mechanism in dealing with mo-
bile adversaries that coordinate to create wormholes. The
second observation is that adding flood rushing to increase
the effectiveness of the attack does not make a difference
for ODSBR, as expected from previous results (see Figures
1(b) and 3(b)).

Central Wormhole. Pictured in Figure 4(a), this config-
uration contains only two adversaries placed at coordinates
(300,500) and (700,500) in the 1000 x 1000 m2 area con-
sidered for our simulations. Since the nominal range is 250
m, this placement gives the wormhole a good coverage of
the communication in the network.

The results presented in Figure 5(a) show the delivery ra-
tio as a function of the mobility of the nodes, for AODV and
ODSBR. In addition, the normal delivery ratios in the case
of no adversaries are shown for reference. Although only
one wormhole is present, the attack is considerably more
effective than the black hole attack (see also Figures 1 and
2). For example, when flood rushing is enabled and two
attackers coordinate to form a central wormhole, AODV’s
delivery ratio can drop as low as 41%, which is similar in
strength to 10 randomly placed adversaries performing the
black hole attack. This indicates that strategic positioning
plays a significant role in the impact of an attack. The at-
tacker needs to compromise only 2 nodes and then coordi-
nate the attack.

For ODSBR, the wormhole at the specified location has a
small effect, dropping the delivery ratio from about 80% in
the case of 10 randomly placed adversaries, to about 70% in
the case of the central wormhole, when nodes have a mobil-
ity of 10 m/s in both cases. This indicates that the placement
of the wormhole did not allow it to control all the paths, so
adversarial-free paths existed in the network. Since there
was only one wormhole, ODSBR found it and used alterna-
tive paths to successfully perform data forwarding.

Cross of Death. As seen in Figure 4(b), this con-
figuration contains four adversaries placed at coordinates

(200,500), (800,500), (500,200), (500,800). They form two
wormholes, in the shape of a cross. There is no coordination
between the two wormholes.

The results presented in Figure 5(b) show the delivery
ratio as a function of the mobility of the nodes, for AODV
and ODSBR. As we expected, this is a more effective attack
against AODV than the central wormhole attack, since the
adversarial nodes are covering a larger area and are able to
draw in (and drop) more traffic.

For ODSBR, the addition of one more wormhole was
not problematic. Although each of the two wormholes had
a good coverage, because of the lack of coordination among
the four attackers, adversarial-free paths still exist in the net-
work, so ODSBR manages to find them and use them as
alternate paths.

Figures 3 and 5 allow us to analyze the number of
randomly placed adversaries required to inflict the same
amount of damage as a strategically placed attack. It can
be noted that for AODV, with mobility > 0 m/s, the central
wormhole configuration inflicts slightly more damage than
4 randomly placed adversaries (2 random wormholes) and
the cross of death inflicts slightly more damage than 8 such
adversaries (4 random wormholes). For ODSBR, both the
central wormhole and the cross of death cause more damage
than 10 randomly placed adversarial nodes (5 wormholes).
This indicates that the wormhole attack is more effective
if the adversaries are strategically placed, rather than ran-
domly placed.

4.5 Byzantine Overlay Network Wormhole At-
tack

In Section 4.4 we analyzed the case where the worm-
holes were just point-to-point tunnels between two adver-
saries. While this attack is strong and effective, an even
stronger variant exists, when the attackers also coordinate
the wormholes. More specifically, the attacker compro-
mises a number of nodes and organizes them in an over-
lay network wormhole, or a super-wormhole. In a super-
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Figure 6. Super-Wormhole Attack: Random Placement
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Figure 7. Super-Wormhole Attack: Cross of Death and Complete Coverage

wormhole attack with n adversaries there exist essentially
n2 point-to-point tunnels between the adversaries.

In the following set of simulations a static wormhole
configuration is placed within the network. We investi-
gated three configurations which we refer to as random
placement, cross of death, and complete coverage (see Fig-
ure 4). In all cases, we first evaluate the effect of the super-
wormhole attack on the delivery ratio. We then combine the
super-wormhole with flood rushing and examine the impact
of the combined attack. We assume that communication
through the super-wormhole tunnels is instantaneous.

Random Placement. In this configuration a set of up to
10 adversarial nodes are randomly placed in the network
and form a super-wormhole. Figure 6 presents results for
AODV and ODSBR for the super-wormhole attack, with
and without flood rushing. In this case, both for AODV
and ODSBR, the super-wormhole attack is more effective
than the regular wormhole, though not by much. This leads
us to believe that a super-wormhole created by randomly
placed adversaries gives them little advantage over the case
when the same number of adversaries create regular 1-to-1
wormholes.

Cross of Death. The same configuration as the cross
of death in Section 4.4 was used, but with all four adver-

sarial nodes connected in a super-wormhole configuration.
The results presented in Figure 7(a) show the delivery ratio
as a function of the mobility of the nodes, for AODV and
ODSBR, both with and without flood rushing. In addition,
the normal delivery ratios in the case of no adversaries are
shown for reference.

Figures 7(a) and 6 help us determine the number of
randomly placed adversaries required to inflict the same
amount of damage as a strategically placed attack. We
conclude that for AODV, with mobility > 0 m/s, the cross
of death configuration inflicts slightly less damage than a
super-wormhole created by 8 randomly placed adversaries.
For ODSBR, if mobility > 0 m/s, the cross of death causes
about the same damage as a super-wormhole created by 9
randomly placed adversaries if flood rushing is not used, or
10 adversaries if flood rushing is enabled. Observe that the
attack is slightly more effective than the cross of death with
regular wormholes (Figure 5(b)). This is because the addi-
tional tunnels created in the super-wormhole scenario are of
limited strategic value in comparison to the primary tunnels.

Complete Coverage. The strength of the super-wormhole
attack can be increased significantly if the adversaries are
able to position themselves throughout the network such
that they can hear any transmission that takes place in the
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Figure 8. ODSBR overhead

network. We simulated the configuration shown in Fig-
ure 4(c), with five adversarial nodes placed at coordinates
(250,250), (250,750), (500,500), (750,250), (750,750).

Observe the devastating effect of this attack in Fig-
ure 7(b). When combined with flood rushing, the deliv-
ery ratio of AODV drops as low as 20% in the presence
of five adversaries, while ODSBR still delivers 60% of the
packets. Since the five adversarial nodes almost completely
cover the entire ad hoc network, adding more adversaries
will not significantly increase the effectiveness of the at-
tack. A set of only five colluding adversaries strategically
placed and launching a coordinated attack practically para-
lyze the considered ad hoc network when an insecure rout-
ing protocol is used. It may seem that a super-wormhole
attack is not feasible in practice because it may require a
large number of point-to-point tunnels established between
the adversaries. However, our simulations show that only
five adversaries can cause a major disruption in a network
of 50 nodes, making this attack practical and easy to mount.

4.6 Protocol Overhead

Simulations were conducted to compare the overhead of
ODSBR with that of AODV, in order to evaluate the cost of
security. In addition to route discovery overhead, ODSBR
requires a protocol acknowledgment for each successfully
delivered data packet. In real implementations, ODSBR ac-
knowledgments can be piggy-backed on TCP acknowledg-
ment packets, thus we only consider routing packets in the
overhead measurements.

Figure 8(a) illustrates the overhead in a non-adversarial
scenario. At all simulated levels of mobility, ODSBR trans-
mits more routing packets per second than AODV. This is
due to the fact that ODSBR floods both the route request and
the route reply, while AODV floods only the route request.
ODSBR requires bidirectional flooding to guarantee route
establishment in the presence of Byzantine adversaries. If
the route reply was unicast, then an adversary on the reverse
path could forward the request but drop the reply, thus pre-

venting a route from being established, although a correct
path existed in the network.

Next we present the overhead while under adversarial at-
tack. Figure 8(b) depicts the overhead of the routing proto-
cols as a function of the number of adversaries, when the
adversaries execute a black hole and a super-wormhole at-
tack. In this scenario the nodes are under random way-point
mobility with a maximum speed of 1 m/s. Observe that the
routing overhead of ODSBR increases with the number of
adversaries. This occurs as a result of the protocol actively
detecting faults and readjusting the path to avoid them. The
overhead of ODSBR increases proportionally to the num-
ber of faulty links in the network. Since a super-wormhole
attack results in a larger number of faulty links than a black
hole, we see a considerable difference in the routing over-
head of ODSBR when detecting a super-wormhole. On the
contrary, the overhead of AODV decreases slightly as the
number of adversaries increases. Since the adversaries for-
ward the AODV control packets successfully and only drop
data packets, AODV is unable to detect that a fault is occur-
ring. This results in a massive reduction in AODV’s deliv-
ery ratio, while no additional routing messages are gener-
ated.

4.7 Discussion

In this section we provide a comparison of the simula-
tion results previously presented, in order to determine the
relative strength of the Byzantine attacks (see Figure 9). To
evaluate the effects of these attacks in a mobile ad hoc net-
work, we selected scenarios where the mobility of the nodes
was 1 m/s. This value was chosen in order to better isolate
the damage caused specifically by the Byzantine attacks as
opposed to losses due to node mobility. Analysis of these
results indicates that two main factors contribute to the ef-
fectiveness of the attacks at disrupting the AODV routing
protocol: flood rushing and strategic adversarial position-
ing.

Flood Rushing. In Figure 9(a), the line labeled “Black
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Figure 9. Attacks Comparison

Hole Rushing” shows the results of a random placement
black hole attack with flood rushing enabled. Observe that
by enabling flood rushing, this attack resulted in a much
greater reduction in the delivery ratio as compared to the
same attack without flood rushing. In addition, the flood
rushing made this attack strong enough that it caused more
damage than the random wormhole attack and comparable
damage to the random super-wormhole attack. Note that the
black hole attack (a non-colluding attack and simpler to exe-
cute), combined with flood rushing can create more damage
than the wormhole attack (a colluding attack and harder to
mount). This motivates the need to design routing protocols
which are able to mitigate the flood rushing attack.

Strategic Positioning. The results indicate that the
strength of the attacks can be significantly increased if the
adversaries are strategically positioned. The point labeled
“Complete Coverage” in Figure 9(a) illustrates the effec-
tiveness of strategic positioning. This is the result of a
super-wormhole with adversaries arranged in a dominating
set configuration. By being strategically placed, five ad-
versaries are able to reduce the delivery ratio of AODV to
just 45%, without using flood rushing. In comparison, six
randomly placed adversaries executing a super-wormhole
attack, are only capable of reducing the delivery ratio of
AODV to 61%. This demonstrates the power of strategic
positioning in crippling the performance of the AODV rout-
ing protocol.

When used together, flood rushing and strategic position-
ing can cause substantial damage to the routing protocol.
To quantify the most effective attack, we define the relative
strength of a particular attack configuration σ as:

σ =
DRnorm −DRadv

DRnorm ·Numadv
(1)

where DRnorm and DRadv are the delivery ratios in the
absence and in the presence of adversaries respectively, and

Numadv is the number of adversaries. Intuitively, σ rep-
resents the amount of damage an attack can cause per ad-
versary. The higher σ is, the greater the relative strength
of the considered attack, since this indicates that a larger
amount of damage can be inflicted by a smaller number of
adversaries.

Note that in the “Complete Coverage Rushing” case the
delivery ratio drops to 30%, while σ = 13.6. Although this
point corresponds to an attack that results in the greatest
reduction of AODV’s delivery ratio, it is not the most ef-
fective attack from the adversary’s perspective because five
nodes need to be compromised. Alternatively, we can con-
sider the point referred to as “Central Wormhole Rushing”
in Figure 9. This attack is able to lower AODV’s delivery
ratio from 96.6% to 51.4%, while requiring only two collud-
ing adversaries, thus σ = 23.4. In fact, this is the highest
σ observed out of all the considered attacks. This collud-
ing attack executed by only two adversaries combines both
flood rushing and strategic positioning, inflicting the high-
est amount of damage with the least number of adversaries.

Figure 9(b) presents a summary of the 1 m/s simulation
results for the ODSBR protocol. The first observation is that
at this level of mobility, the ODSBR protocol was able to
successfully deliver over 80% of the packets under all sim-
ulated attack scenarios. This validates the protocol’s over-
all strategy for operation in a Byzantine environment. In
particular, the results show that ODSBR is resilient against
flood rushing attacks which we have shown are devastating
to other existing on-demand protocols.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we focused on analyzing the ability of
ad hoc routing protocols to provide correct service in the
presence of failures and Byzantine attacks. Our experi-
ments showed that the state-of-art insecure routing proto-



col AODV is highly vulnerable to a wide range of Byzan-
tine attacks. This is particularly significant considering that
authentication-based secure routing protocols (such as Ari-
adne, SEAD, ARAN and SRP) do not provide additional
resilience to these attacks. We conclude that flood rush-
ing and strategic positioning of adversaries are the two most
important factors for an effective attack against on-demand
protocols, particularly when adversaries collude. The flood
rushing attack amplifies any attack it is combined with be-
cause it allows an attacker to have control on the route se-
lection. Ad hoc routing protocols must be designed to take
into consideration this attack.

After examining several types of attacks, we conclude
that according to our metric, the most effective attack was
the central wormhole combined with flood rushing: only
two colluding adversaries were able to reduce AODV’s de-
livery ratio to 51%. We showed that ODSBR was able to
mitigate a wide range of Byzantine attacks; in particular, it
was not significantly affected by flood rushing. Its perfor-
mance only decreased when it needed to detect and avoid a
large number of adversarial links.
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